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ABSTRACT
The lift and longitudinal moment are experimentally measured for a
three-member family of flat plate fish forms to determine the range of
linearity as a function of angle of attack, and to determine the effect
o^ the body on the tail-produced lift.
The basic fish form is circular arc generated with an overall length
of 1^-?5 inchec-, a body width of four inches, and tail width of three
inches- The three forms consist of a full fish, a fish body, and a fish
head. The experimental data are presented from tests performed in the
M. I. T. Marine Hydrodynamics Laboratory.
Two possible mathematical models are postulated and compared to the
experimental results
.
It is concluded hhat the lift and moment arc highly non-linear
functions of the angle of attack and that the body has a marked effect
on the lift produced by the tail.
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CHAPTER I - INTRODUCTION
The swimming o^ slender fish has been of academic interest since
LighthilPs article (2)* was published in i960. In that article he ap-
proached the swimming of fish by the use of unsteady slender body theory.
Ho followed this up with articles in 1?'9 (3) and 19?0 (k) which were
refinements and improvements of the first article.
This topic wae also the subject of papers by Professor Wu in l??r (?}
ar-.i 1971 (3) and of a letter by Professor Newman (5) in 1971- These in-
vestigations used Prandtl's acceleration potential to determine the cross-
flow and thus the flow abort the fish.
Both types of theory used slender body theory and the associated
as •umptionst mhree questions which seer, to arise in this type of develop-
ment are:
(l; Is slender body theory applicable to a fish-shaped body?
(2} './hat is the linear range lor lift as a function of angle of
attack?
{?) 'That Is the effect of the presence of a lifting surface ahead of
the tail?
It * n the purpose of this investigation to answer these three question:
for a particular flat plate fish shape in steady flow at an angle of at-
tack. ".:? will not jive the answers needed for the unsteady flow associ-
.
4
„: v.i" the swimming of fish, but it will give an indication of wiiat the
^eory '"ould be for the limiting case of steady flow.
V
"••~ve'V in rjrt?nthe ;i - refer to references listed in the bibliography

CHAPTER IT - THEORY
The fish .1.-. first approached by means of slender "body theory as was
done "by Lighthiil in i960 (2). Slender body theory gives the lift as:
l(x) = -/oU d (Wm (x))
' dx"
a
1(:0 = local lift per length
jo
- fluid density
U = free stream fluid velocity
\'l - cross-flow velocity
m (::) = local Z-T) added mass for cross-flow plane
The riHit hand side of the above expression is the local change in the
^-directed momentum, the coordinate system being defined in Figure 1.
Within linear theory: W = -U a
oL = angle of attack
"v rining +he fish shape: y m ih(x)
Wodelin.-, the fish as a flat plate:
m
a
(x) = -a K*(x)
1(>0 =
-f>" d__ {-Uot-rr h^Cx))/ dx
L 2 total lift
r°
-/oil d__ (-U06TT h (x))dx
1 dx
m
hc. limii a of the integral above are due to the fact that there is no
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JLi» »•
L = + x>U**<Trh*(0)
In a similar manner, moment is given hy:
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~ lift predicted by slender body theory is known to be supplemented
-linear lift due to vorticity shed from the leading edges. Thi-
\r lift as cited in Thwaites (6) is suggested to be:
C
L
- ( I tt - ^ tt tar. cp^oc*
non-linear
OC = angle of attack
(Or- angle of sweepback of leading edge
1
non-linear
non-line.ir i ir «2 .
I/O II Area
.5 non-linear lift contribution has also been suggested hy Light-




L ... = I fill* Area CL oCnon-linear '/ D
cyl
= drag coefficient for cylinder of same crc:
section
CL and OC are as defined above.
Looking at the non-linear lift on the head using the method of




f p TT Area,




= area of head = 16-35 in *
The head is modeled as a delta with a sweephack angle of 71»56 degrees
.
non-linear /-\ 3 > A
- U TT - oTt;06
| /o U Areah
= 8*
Non-dimensionalizing, using the span squared vice the area :por pur-
poses of comparison with experimental data, the total CL is giver as:
L, , Area,
„ head tt -, . TT h ^ACT = - 2 = ~ ^ + "q 3" *L
heaa |/oU«
z (2h(0))'
Z 2 B (»(<>))*
Cj. = l-57fi6 + 0.402 06s2
head
For the fish body, this can he applied by replacing the area of the
head by the area of the body.
CL - l-57oi + 0.80?*"*
yr 4.v e g>-]" fir.h is modeled ar a head followed by a rectangular plate






- 1*57* + 1.06^^
L
fT!ll fish
Tn order to better estimate the lift component produced "by the tail of
the fish, it is necessary to estimate the downwash at the tail produced by
the vorticity shed by the body. Tn actuality, this vorticity will he in the
fr.rr'i of a partially rolled up sheet- The slender body limit for small angle*
of attack sur^ests the lower limit of r\o lift on +he tail* This model is
contrasted with, first, a vorte;c sheet which follows the free stream back
from the axis of maximum span, and then with a pair of fully rolled up
As a firr + estimate of downwash on the tail, a vortex sheet is placed
5" the x - y plane extending from y = -2 to y = +2 (see Figure ?».)• An
elliptic spanwise vorticity distribution is used, as this will ^ivc a
constant downwash at the section of maximum span and is conri.-,tar.t ;«ith
the linear theory • For an elliptic distribution, we sets
r(y) = -2 "sa, v x . (aq»s
I (y) zz bo ,,v,d vorticity or. fish head
a 4 = constant to be ^cter^i^cd





an '-finite vortex sheet anl ^..ot-Savart , s law we have:
.
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W - -2Ua 1 = -U<*
a 1 - o




Looking at z = tb^— sin & as the lateral displacement of the center of
:>.s tailT .
— - ?.8 sin (X
W - -U*
-?.8 sinO'
This car. he written as a series expansion for small angles as follows:
W***»-U<* 1-3-8 sin* + 28. h zinSoi + (sin*&)
Using slender "body theory following Newman (5) and Wu (?) , and assuming
that the effective velocity is equal to the velocity at the center for small
armies, we can write:
Lta« »^(^f t'O'oc + v:*)
where sT = maximum width on the tail
L
tai^
= /,TI" (lh U^ L 3 ' 8 Gin * " ° ^in ^)
X. ...








Th3 c value of C
T
hap been obtained by assuming that the average down-
•b velocity Ls equal to the downwash on the centerline* Th- il3 3
'.-
•
--all angles; however, reference to Thwaites page $k6 shows that for
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this fish at angles of attack greater than ten decrees the average downwash
is less than 75^ of the downwash on the centerline* This in turn suggests
that the OC term should have a somewhat larger coefficient. In spite of
this consideration, it is felt that the expression for (L given above ices
indicate correct trends for the vortex sheet model.
The lownwash on the centerline due to two line vorticie s trailing
straight aft from the axis of maximum span is now considered as the second
case This is taker, as a limit since it will place the vorticity the far-
thest from the centerline, giving the least downwash and therefore the most
lift.
Placing line vorticies at y = - 1«5 inches and z = and using Biot-
Savart's law and infinite line vorticies, the downwash is given by:





2>r[(y + gf + z] 27r [(y . 10Z + /]
W* - downwash at (y,z) due to line vorticies at y = i TSi z1.5
I = strength of trailing vorticies
x
Setting y = to look at the centerline and s = —- sin cX where
"i
7




Frer Kelvin's Theorem the z\w of trailing vorticity, 2 I""
1
, n ,,r~+ be
»n*va1 to Khc total bound vorticity on the foil,' •
is/,
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Fron the blender body theory developed above:












Using slender body theory following Newiaan (5) and Wu (?) , we can now
write the lift on the tail as:
S
T,*
''tail -/"<£> ° (««+"*)
where s_ - maximum width cf the tail
'tail
= /° TT(-f) U<* (1 -






^,n - ^x-o"; U -p- ( 6
30.° sin ^





/J"*1 te4 0^(0.891 + 2.8^5 sin dC + (sin 1*))
Th5 - shows that at higher angles of attack where the vortex sheet I?
expected to be fully rolled up at the tail, the lift on the tail could v e
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as much as about 0-9 of what slender body theory would predict for the tail
in undisturbed flow.
For the particular fish form in question, the tail maximum width is
"}/h of the maximum width of the body, so it would be expected that the tail
could increase the predicted slender body lift by as much as about l/2. CT
or. the tail is then approximated as:




CL ^ -79ac + 2.52 0C 3
L
tail
When this is added to the CL determined above, CL is given as
CL - 2.360c + l.06oc*
It is seen that this model increases the linear term more and the
ron-linear term less than the vortex sheet presented above. This would
stem to provide a means of interpreting the experimental results to be
considered subsequently.
To check the two line vortex model further, the inclination of vortex
linns to free stream can be checked by locking at the velocities induced at
y t 1.5 an^ 2=0.
w* (i 1.5, 0) = 2tt9
-2T
w* (1 1.5, 0) -—±
TT
M* (1 1-5. 0) -% *£2 (fe*
V* r-.Z(+ 1.5. 0) = -Utf (t)
-?




Th:i°, the inclination of the vortex lines to free r.treain is expected to
"He slight and, therefore, a higher order effect.

CHAPTER ITT - EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
In order to find the lift and moment on a flat plate fish form, it
wa? chosen to construct a metal fish from £- inch aluminum plate and test
it in the water tunnel at M. I. T. Marine Hydrodynamics Laboratory. A fich
form generated by circular arcs was chosen as this could he easily machined
while still representing the general shape of a fish. The dimensions and
shape arc shown in Figure 2 and the structural design data are given in
Appendix A. The leading edges of the fish "body and tail were faired to
approximately half round and the trailing edges were sharpened.
As illustrated in Figure 2 and Figure 16, a three-fish family was
constructed as a full fish with body and tail, a fish body without a tail,
and a fish he? ^ only. The tail was made narrower than the body to accer.-
tuate the wake effects. The forms were mounted on a 2,/h inch diameter
shaft for mounting in the existing rudder force dynamometer. The fish end
of the shaft was faired into the fish form by applying epoxy putty.
The force dynamometer is sc built that it mounts directly into the
test section of the propeller tunnel and was configured to measure normal
lift | tangential drag, and chord wise moment. The dynamometer and its use
arc more fully discussed in Appendix B.
As described in Appendix A the test section cf the water tunnel was
equipped so that a dummy shaft could be placed symmetrically with respect
tc the mounting shaft. This allowed the fish to be tested with and without
a 'uuuny haft *o that the influence of the mounting shaft cr. lift and
moment could be inferred.
The three fish forms were tested at speeds of approximately five,
a:'."














at two-degree intervals from to -20 degrees, and at ten feet per second
they were tested at two-degree intervals from +20 degrees to -20 degrees.
The 13 foot per second tests used two-degree intervals up to only -12
degrees to keep the loading at acceptable levels.
As a mea^?. of indicating the "shedding of vorticity, the full fish
form war run at reduced tank prec: ;re to produce cavitation. Pictures
were taken using a Graphex camera with a Polaroid hack and a Stroholume
electronic strohoscopic flash using side lighting and a black back drop.
The outputs from the water tunnel manometer and the digital strain
g-rige readouts were fed into a computer program to yield streamwise lift,
drag, ar- moment and flow velocity. The program also computed C, and Lcp
as described in the next section.
- 15 -

CHAPTER IV - EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Th.G' experimentally determined values of the lift and monont arc shown
in Figures 3 through 11. The lift and moment data have been converted to
promote easy visualization and comparison between fish forms. The lift has
been plotted as CL which is defined as follows:
CL -
L " IfTT^ohCo))^
where L « lift
x? « fluid density
U « free stream velocity
2h(0) = maximum span
mhc moment data are presented in the form of position of longitudinal center
of pressure, Lop, which is defined as follox^s:
where lep - distance of center of pressure forward of axis of maximum span
6 = distance from axis of maximum span to nose of the fish forms
As can be seen in Figures 3 through 11, the data points with and with-
out the dummy trut have been plotted. The faired experimental line i.c
plotted as an estimate of the extrapolation to no strut effects. The linear
slender Tody theory values of CT and Lop have also been plotted for purposes
of comparison.
Inspection of the Lcp data en Figures 3» ^» ? and 10 shews a slight
divergency below about five degrees. This divergence follow^ the division
of + and - angles of attack which, together with the fact that the angles
;:ere always approached from the same side, would seem to indicate that this
- 16 -

divergence is due merely to a small instrument-generated moment which is
only important at small values of lift and moment. It is felt that this
effect was sufficiently straight forward that the overall results need not
he questioned.
Figure 12 is a plot of the experimental data for the three fish forms
for comparative purposes.
Looking back to the theory now we see that CL is postulated as a
function of oC and <X for small angles. Thus CL can he written as:
where CL and CL are constants to he determined.
In the development of the theory, it was assumed that:
U06 «sU sine*
end
(Utf J* »* H*
2
sin****
Al^o note is taken of the fact that the oi term is assumed to represent
a cross-flow drag which is normal to the surface rather than at right
angles to the flow as the linear lift is assumed to be.
Thus CL ran be rewritten so as to be more accurate for large angles.
CL = CL sin# + C
2
sin*# cos o£
aiding by g* »i ot :
CiT
CL + CL sinoC cozot
?in« '1 "Z
C
i ... - rj + 2 sin 7 on
31tlK 1 -=-
Plotting CL § versus sin 2 OC and correcting for strut interference
v sintf
.• above, we roe that CL is given by the zero angle axis intercept and that
- 1? -

C is given by twice the linear slope of the experimental data. Figures
13 , 1^ and 15 are plots of CL / versus sin 2 (X and show the associated
'sin DC
values of C, and CL for the three fish forms.
Experimental error is seen in these plots in the form of scatter of
the data points below five degrees. This is attributed to angle readings
which were based on an experimental determination of angle of zero lift.
Frrors in thir measurement show up at less than five degrees due to the
fact that a small lift is "being divided by a small angle function.
The three fish forms used in the force and moment measurements are
rhown 3r Figure 16.
The full fish form is shown in Figure 17 through 25 at various angles
of attack at reduced pressure levels which cause the vortex cores to form






















































































































CHAPTER V - DISCISSION OF RESULTS
Inspection of the plots of CL in Figure 12 chows that CT is a highly
non-linear function of angle of attack. It is most non-linear for the full
fish and least non-linear for the fish head as would "be expected. The Lcp
curves show that as the non-linear lift 'becomes more important, the center
of pressure moves aft, "being farthest aft for the fish with the tail indi-
cating that the lift contribution of the tail must certainly be a second-
order effect. These curves, while giving correct general trends, should be
utilized with care as they are merely simple fairings of experimental data
approximately corrected for strut interference.
Figures 13, 1'+ and 15 give expressions for C. which have been graphi-
cally determined from the reduced C
T
plots. The linear term in CL for all
three forms has the same value of approximately 1«7« This shows that there
is no linear lift contribution from, the tail or the body behind the point
o* maximum span. This value of 1*7 is compared with a value of 1«5? pre-
dicted by slender body theory. It is felt that this increase in the linear
term is due to the fact that the head of the fish is not "slender" , having
an aspect ratio of 0-?8. This conclusion, however, does not seem to be
confirmed by data from other sources so that perhaps there may be some
other more subtle effect at work here.
Comparing the lift contribution of the tail and the lift of the head
alone (which can be visualised as a tail without a body) shows that at
OC ten degrees the lift of the tail behind the body is only k0% of what
i 4 would be for the same angle of attack without the body. At 20 degrees




The non-linear term in CL is seen to increase as the area is increased
by adding a body and then a tail in turn. This non-linear term is not
adequately predicted by the mathematical models considered. It is seen,
however, that the model using the vortex sheet shed behind the head does
predict the rifht kind of effect, but not in sufficient amount.
- 38 -

CHAPTER VT - CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
It Is nov possible to suggest answers to the three questions posed at
the outset- First, it is concluded that for the case investigated, linear
slender "body theory is inadequate above about two degrees, but fairly accu-
rate at angles of attack of less than two degrees. Further, in answer to
the question of linearity, it would appear that the non-linear terms are
important for even small angles, thus limiting the value of a strictly
linear approach.
With regard to the effect of the body on the tail, it is seen that
the body greatly reduced the lift contributed by the tail. The effect
varies from completely eliminating the tail lift as the angle of attack
goes to zero, to reducing it to about one half of the free stream value
at ti = 20 degrees.
The experimental results show that the theory developed in this in-
vestigation is not adequate. It is felt that a theory which more accu-
rately deals with finite aspect ratio and the non-linear lift associated
with vorticiec shed from the leading edge is needed. Also a theory to
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The fish "body width was chosen as four inches and the tail width was
chosen as three inches in order to keep the fish area small compared to tho
area of the 20-inch square test section. An overall length of 16^ inches
was chosen to make the fish slender and so that the tail would not approach
the wall too closely as the fish was given angle of attack.





+ h(x) = t [(10* - x*)* -8]
+ x>irk tt hJ (o)
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lcp-,. = (""TSrO ft. -3*30 inches from axle
*\Dim« 12










= ( 1 *5?08)<%
lcp
Dim.
The above analysis was used to estimate the maximum loads and moments
likely to be encountered in testing the fish forms. Since it was uncertain
as to how much lift the tail surface would contribute, it was assumed that
it would lift as though the body was not there in order to obtain a maximum
possible lift and moment.
The fish and mounting shaft were fabricated from 202^T3 wrought
aluminum alloy with a yield strength of 50,000 psi. The fish was attached
to the shaft by clamping a tab from the fish into a slot cut in the shaft.
It was originally desired to neck the 3/^ inch shaft to l/2 inch diameter
at the fish, but this resulted in excessive stress. To keep the stress
levels low, the full 3/k inch slotted shaft was carried 5/l6 of an inch
onto the fish and the tab was given 5/8 inch radius fillets at the fish edge.
A fitting was fabricated and installed in the test section on the side
opposite the dynamometer in which the fish was mounted. This fitting allowed
a dummy shaft to be placed next to the fish in the same position as the





The experimental force m'easu -ements were made using the existing
rudder force dynamometer • A schematic of the dynamometer is shown in
Firure 26. Lebow strain gauge load cells with digital readout boxes
were used. The lift load cell was 50-pound maximum load, and the moment
and drag load cells were ten-pound maximum load- The load cells were
mounted "between piano wire flexures to make them as soft as possible to
lateral deflection. As installed, the flexures absorbed about 11$ of
the applied drag and moment and about 6% of the lift. This proved to be-
no problem as the load cells were calibrated in the rig and no significant
cross coupling was detected
.
The dynamometer is so constructed that the force measuring blocks
move with the fish form as the angle of attack is changed. In light of
this, the computer program for data reduction performs a coordinate trans-
formation to resolve the forces into streamwise lift and drag force", as
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